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About This Game

Cunning Fox is a hardcore 2D platformer in which you have to pass a variety of levels playing for the fox, which loves to dream.
Once spending another night alone the fox decides that the stars in the sky are her friends, and wants to gather them one and all,
never to be alone. The main task in this game is to collect the stars. After you collect all the stars on the level, opens the door to
the fox's house, after which, you will be taken to another level. Be careful on your way there are various obstacles, such as sharp
fences, and traps, touching with those you instantly die, but you shouldn't worry, after that the level will restart and you will have

another chance to help the fox to collect all her friends.
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Title: Cunning Fox
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
TSS Studio
Publisher:
TSS Studio
Release Date: 2 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP\Vista\7\8\10

Processor: 1.2 Ghz or faster processor

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 250MB

DirectX: Version 6.0

Storage: 200 MB available space
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The development has come a long way and I think its time to give this a positive recommendation and acknowledge the constant
progress and tireless effort of the development team, they have exceeded my hope is pressing on to make a game that fans of
the previous have all been waiting for.

Pros:
- beautiful graphical upgrade from the previous games
- optimization of performance started slow but has improved dramatically
- expanding on mechanics from the previous games
- while still midway through development there is a playable singleplayer
- Dev team creates content and patches at a constant rate

Cons:
- still midway through development so not all content from the old games will be present yet
- plenty of bugs but getting less with each patch
- no tutorial yet and the systems are different enough that you cant easily transpose all your knowledge from previous games
- no multiplayer yet

In short I think this is a worthy project to support the development of but you are of course buying into the development of an
unfinished game so as with all early access you should be prepaired to wait. this Dev team has given me confidence that we will
get a great game before long. Pretty good. i love it quite alot.. The premise is fun, the first few levels are fine.... but with no
change to puzzle mechanics, music or sound effects for 300 levels it is needlessly draining and tedious. I tried to will myself
through it to complete all the acheivements, but I found myself dreading starting the game up each time I wanted to complete a
few more levels. Maybe one day I will forget how boring this game became and can come back to it to 100% it, but 2017 will
not be that year Ugh. Let them stay extinct.. Read the other review but still took a chance as its an inexpensive game, its OK
apart from (as previously said) turning the helicopter, head steering is great for aiming and shooting but when I tried to return to
the base - tilted head, my office chair rotated and I lost tracking as I was facing away from sensors, turned to face sensor and
helicopter was heading in the wrong direction again, this should be an easy fix for the dev but until fixed cant recommend the
game.. It was great, then they changed the way you actually play the game and apparently the devs abandoned it.

Just buy Mordhau. That's pretty nice, it's a nice game to travel.
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Although rather buggy at the time of writing this, when you can actually get a game going, this is a whole load of fun. I'm not a
big card game buff but I thoroughly enjoyed this and had many laughs with my friends playing it, I can see it being another big
card game franchise if the underlying bugs are fixed.. It took me 2 to 3 houres to play on medium difficulty and it was fun.
Steam says it took me 3.5 houres, but I was writing a lot in the forum meanwhile. The puzzles are sometimes very easy and
sometimes difficult or tricky but still logical and solvable.

Difficulty: 7\/10
Graphics: 7\/10
Story: 9\/10
Controls: 9\/10
Houres to play: 6\/10
Logic: 9\/10
Open ending for a sequel: 7\/10
Sound: 6\/10
Fun: 7\/10

Overall: 7\/10. This is one of the most confusing games I have ever played (From what I read on the store page it's supposed to
be a philosophical, emotional & artsy game but to be honest I'm still confused as ♥♥♥♥ on what I just played), So from what I
experienced from playing the game your a dead videogame character who is trying to escape permanent deletion a.k.a The
Garbage Collector but I personally believe it's kinda like a survival mode with a story added in so anyways as your slaying some
of The Garbage Collector's minions you have to talk to people, gain lightning or prayers (The lightning is for clearing
unreachable exits and the prayers are for building shelters so you can escape deletion later on), Solve questions/Return property
& all sorts of other crap you have to do as a dead videogame character. (Bear with me I'll try my best to explain the game)

Pros:

1. I love the idea of playing as a dead videogame character so you can learn his or her experience with death

2. There is a few references to classic games like space invaders for ex. (Continue?9876543210 also reminds me of The Legend
Of Zelda kinda)

3. Some people might like the idea of how confusing the game is so they can solve it's fogged mystery

4. Easy Controls

5. Good Pixel Art

6. Decent Music

Cons:

1. There is one level in the game that I strongly disagree with and I don't understand the dev's vision of making it (Anita
Sarkeesian is hypocritical & hateful but MundaneMatt made a vid about the subject so I suggest you watch his vid & if any
future game devs are reading this please don't mention Anita in any of your levels because in my opinion she makes herself look
like a fool all the time) http://continue9876543210.com/princess/ http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9KU4Gapr-OE

2. I hate the timed levels because I value exploring & solving puzzles at my own pace but that's just a minor complaint

3. The game gets really repetitive around the 3rd or 4th time playing the game

4. I don't recommend paying the full price of the game since the game is confusing for most people & I just want to warn you
that it's very foggy on the story side

5. The game doesn't have a save button or a load button (It has autosave but you still start at the beginning anyways which is
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t)
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Overall I have mixed opinions on the game & this game isn't for everyone but this game just ♥♥♥♥ing sucks because it was
executed quite horribly but maybe someone else might like this game. (I give some credit to the dev for making this game even
though it has one of the laziest game titles I have ever read & before I go the escape button is CTRL+Q in case you want to
escape this mess). Truly a fantastic game. The movement feels great, the levels are wide and varied and the music is wonderful
(my favorites are 'Rubber Glop' and 'LED Lullaby'). Just straight-up fun to play. I wish more people were talking about this
game. If you're a fan of precision platformers, this is a must-buy! :)

---- FINAL SCORE ----
9.75 out of 10

. Bought it on 50% sale.

Doggo mount is really cute and well made. You also got 5 legendary set chests which gives you randomly selected unowned
legendary costume. 3500 gems you can either save for later (for event chests as example) or buy 7 more legendary chest.

In my opinion this is really worth it if you enjoy this game and dont mind to throw so money to cosmetics. If you try to get
specific legendary outfit use tokens instead.

I bought it mainly for doggo and everything else was extra.. The puzzles are cool - reasonably challenging. The "com log"
narrator is too much of a♥♥♥♥♥♥. If you make a "perfect" run possibility, don't snark me for retrying until I get it.. it's a
book, and I can't read. Nice port from mobile. Delivers the same intensity of gameplay but feels a bit easy because of the tap
mechanics that removes the "commander" character.. The Dark Souls of racing games
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